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Dear Friends,

Summer is back in all its glory, with the dawn light
painting the mountains pink and the horizon pale green. It is a
good year for the wild strawberries, and there will be many
raspberries later for the afternoon walkers on the paths around
Caux. My friends the orchids on the Sonchaud road are fading,
and time marches on, but its hard, very hard, to believe that the
conference has been running for only a bit over a week.

We enclose a copy of the press story which went out at the
beginning of the Franco-American session, with President Bush's
message. It went out at two pm, and at four pm it was the lead
item on the Swiss radio news, with a little addition at the end,
to the effect that perhaps one day European heads of state would
send similar messages to Caux!

One of the Americans spoke at the same opening of the
intertwined history of France and the United States. They had
often been united against a common foe, but it was more important
today to be united in great goals. A paper guillotine was
brought up onto the platform, and as the children gave ideas
about the weaknesses that stand in the way of democracy, they
were written on pieces of paper, and decapitated under the knife.
Gershwin's music provided an introduction and an interlude.

Then Mayor Jim Mullen of Pennsburg, Pennsylvania spoke and
read the Bush message. It had been brought to them by hand, by
aides to their congressman, and had arrived only half an hour
before the group had left for Caux! The next day, David Bausch,
the Chief Executive of Lehigh County, in which Allentown Frank
Buchman's home lies, presented to Caux a bust of Buchman by the
Minnesotan artist Paul Granlund.

Philip Tyndale-Biscoe's new play 'Let's talk turkey'
received an enthusiastic response at its Caux premiere. If
laughter is indeed the shout of recognition with which we
recognise ourselves, there were many couples who saw themselves
on stage. One of the audience even remarked on the number of
people in the theatre who were watching each others' reactions
rather than the stage! But beyond the humour there were some




